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The Suzuki G engine is a type of internal combustion engine manufactured by Suzuki Motor Corporation for
various automobiles, primarily based on the GM M platform, including the:
Suzuki G engine - Wikipedia
The Suzuki Vitara is a compact SUV produced by Suzuki in four generations since 1988. The second and
third generation models were known as the Suzuki Grand Vitara, with the fourth and current series eschewing
this prefix.
Suzuki Vitara - Wikipedia
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GM (Geo)? Sadly, I do have the full all year Geo uFiche films of all parts, but no fiche reader... (loan me your
fiche reader ? and i'll photo scan them?)
hard to find parts, some are very hard - FixKick.com
WILD HACKING , below: Goal?, Build a box with an ECU and Engine simulator built inside it.. and to make
as many DTC errors a possible and fool ECU into thinking it is running, no matter how poorly.
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